Building (Stat Class) Description Codes

107 NON-LIVING UNIT OF RESIDENTIAL VARIETY
110 CLASS 1 SINGLE FAMILY HOME
112 CLASS 1 CONDO OR TOWNHOUSE
113 CLASS 1 PREFAB OR MODULAR
120 CLASS 2 SINGLE FAMILY HOME
122 CLASS 2 CONDO OR TOWNHOUSE
123 CLASS 2 PREFAB OR MODULAR
130 CLASS 3 SINGLE FAMILY HOME
132 CLASS 3 CONDO OR TOWNHOUSE
133 CLASS 3 PREFAB OR MODULAR
140 CLASS 4 SINGLE FAMILY HOME
142 CLASS 4 CONDO OR TOWNHOUSE
143 CLASS 4 PREFAB OR MODULAR
150 CLASS 5 SINGLE FAMILY HOME
152 CLASS 5 CONDO OR TOWNHOUSE
153 CLASS 5 PREFAB OR MODULAR
160 CLASS 6 SINGLE FAMILY HOME
162 CLASS 6 CONDO OR TOWNHOUSE
163 CLASS 6 PREFAB OR MODULAR
170 CLASS 7 SINGLE FAMILY HOME
172 CLASS 7 CONDO OR TOWNHOUSE
173 CLASS 7 PREFAB OR MODULAR
180 CLASS 8 SINGLE FAMILY HOME
182 CLASS 8 CONDO OR TOWNHOUSE
183 CLASS 8 PREFAB OR MODULAR
190 MANUFACTURED HOME ON REAL PROPERTY
199 MANUFACTURED HOME IN A PARK (OR ON LEASED GROUND)
231 CLASS 3 TANDEM DUPLEX
232 CLASS 3 DUPLEX
233 CLASS 3 TRIPLEX
234 CLASS 3 FOURPLEX
235 CLASS 3 UNCLASSIFIED (<5 LIVING UNITS)
241 CLASS 4 TANDEM DUPLEX
242 CLASS 4 DUPLEX
243 CLASS 4 TRIPLEX
244 CLASS 4 FOURPLEX
245 CLASS 4 UNCLASSIFIED (<5 LIVING UNITS)
251 CLASS 5 TANDEM DUPLEX
252 CLASS 5 DUPLEX
253 CLASS 5 TRIPLEX
254 CLASS 5 FOURPLEX
255 CLASS 5 UNCLASSIFIED (<5 LIVING UNITS)
307 NON-LIVING UNIT OF FARM VARIETY
309 COMMERCIAL FARM UNIT
400 BED & BREAKFAST, HOSTEL, SINGLE ROOM OCCUPANCY (SRO)
410 DORMITORY
411 APARTMENT
412 QUADS OR QUINTS, ETC
413 HOTEL
414 MOTEL OR MOTOR LODGE
415 MOBILE HOME PARK
416 RV PARK
417 SPECIAL CARE CENTER, NURSING/RETIREMT HOME
418 INDEPENDENT LIVING FACILITIES
419 OBSOLETE – BEING PHASED OUT (DO NOT USE)
420 FRATERNITY/SORORITY
421 AUTO REPAIR SHOP
422 TRUCK & HEAVY EQUIPMENT REPAIR
423 QUICK LUBE
424 CAR WASH
428 OBSOLETE – BEING PHASED OUT (DO NOT USE)
429 OBSOLETE – BEING PHASED OUT (DO NOT USE)
430 OLD HOUSE CONVERSION TO OFFICE OR RETAIL
431 SMALL OFFICE
432 ONE TO THREE STORY
433 MULTI-STORY (OVER 3)
434 OFFICE WITH WAREHOUSE/SHOP
438 OBSOLETE – BEING PHASED OUT (DO NOT USE)
439 OBSOLETE – BEING PHASED OUT (DO NOT USE)
440 RETAIL, SINGLE TENANT
441 RETAIL, MULTI TENANT
442 AUTO & TRUCK DEALERS (NEW)
443 LOT SALES, USED AUTO/TRUCK, MANF’D HOMES
444 AUTO (SERVICE STATION)
445 RESTAURANT (FAST FOOD)
446 RESTAURANT (DINING)
447 LUMBER YARD
448 CONVENIENCE STORE WITH GAS
449 SUPER STORES, WAREHOUSE SALES
450 COFFEE KIOSK, COFFEE RETAIL
451 DEPARTMENT STORES
452 CONVENIENCE STORE, NO GAS
453 SHOPPING CENTER (NEIGHBORHOOD)
454 STORE WITH SHOP (EXCEPT AUTO & TRUCK DEALERS)
455 SUPER FOOD STORE
456 OTHER FOOD STORE
457 TAVERN
458 OBSOLETE – BEING PHASED OUT (DO NOT USE)
459 OBSOLETE – BEING PHASED OUT (DO NOT USE)
461 BARBER/BEAUTY SHOP
462 LAUNDROMAT
463 SHOPPING CENTER, REGIONAL (MALL)
464 OBSOLETE – BEING PHASED OUT (DO NOT USE)
465 STRIP RETAIL (UNANCHORED)
468 AIRPORT
474 VETERINARY HOSPITAL OR DISPENSARIES
475 LIBRARIES
476 ATHLETIC CLUB
477 CLUB HOUSE
478 TENNIS (RACKET) CLUB
479 FITNESS CENTER
480 CHURCH
481 SCHOOL
482 FRATERNAL
483 FIRE STATION
484 GOVT BLDGS (NOT POST OFFICE)
485 DAY CARE
486 HOSPITAL
487 BILLBOARDS/OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
488 ATM
489 POST OFFICE
490 AUTO PARKING (WITH OTHER BUILDINGS)
491 AUTO PARKING/PARKING STRUCTURE
492 BANK
493 BOWLING ALLEY
494 FUNERAL SERVICE
495 GOLF COURSE
496 MEDICAL BUILDING & CLINICS
497 SWIMMING POOL
498 THEATER
499 OBSOLETE – BEING PHASED OUT (DO NOT USE)
500 CEMETERY
501 COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY
502 GYMNASIUM
503 AUDITORIUM
504 CONVENTION CENTER
505 MUSEUM
506 AIRCRAFT HANGER
507 ARENA
508 RECREATION, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
509 PUBLIC UTILITY (CITY WELL, ETC)
510 TRUCK STOP
690 WAREHOUSE, STORAGE
691 WAREHOUSE, TRANSIT
692 WAREHOUSE, DISTRIBUTION
694 EQUIPMENT BUILDING
701 CLASS A WAREHOUSE (NOW OBSOLETE)
702 CLASS B WAREHOUSE (NOW OBSOLETE)
703 CLASS C WAREHOUSE (NOW OBSOLETE)
704 CLASS D WAREHOUSE (NOW OBSOLETE)
705 CLASS S WAREHOUSE (NOW OBSOLETE)
706 MINI WAREHOUSE
707 INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
708 INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURING BLDG
709 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
710 CANNING, FREEZING & PREP FOODS
711 FEED MILLS & SEED CLEANING
712 INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTION
713 INDUSTRIAL TRANSIT WAREHOUSE
714 SHIPPING DOCK
715 INDUSTRIAL LOFT
716 INDUSTRIAL FLEX
717 SHOP WITH YARD
719 MATERIALS STORAGE
720 PULP, PAPER & RELATED
721 SAWMILL AND CHIPPING PLANTS
722 PLYWOOD PLANTS
723 SPECIALTIES REMANUFACTURE (MILLWK, RESAW)
724 DRY KILNS
725 PARTICLE BOARD, OSB, MDL
728 STORAGE YARD
730 CANNING
732 BOTTLING EQUIPMENT
734 COLD STORAGE
736 WINERY, WINE STORAGE OR EQUIPMENT
737 BAKERY
738 DAIRY OR CREAMERY
739 MISC FOOD HANDLING EQUIPMENT
740 CHEMICAL, RESINS, AND RELATED
741 PAINT MANUFACTURING
745 MOLDED PLASTIC, EXTRUDED, ETC
750 SAND & GRAVEL (ROCK CRUSHING)
751 CLAY OR CEMENT PRODUCTS
752 ASPHALT OR CONCRETE BATCH PLANTS
753 MISC ROCK PRODUCTS
760 MACHINE SHOP, FABRICATION, CUT, BREAK
761 SHEET METAL SHOP & STAMPING
763 MISC METAL WORKING
770 FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
780 ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING OR ASSEMBLY
781 RADIO/TV BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
782 ANTENNAE
783 MISC ELECTRONIC
784 POWER/OR POWER DISTRIBUTION
790 OBSOLETE – BEING PHASED OUT (DO NOT USE)
791 BULK OIL & LP STORAGE
792 WINDOW MANUFACTURING
793 RECYCLING (OTHER THAN WOOD)
794 INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
796 NEWSPAPER OR PRINTING
797 SEED CLEANING, FEED MILLS, STORAGE
798 WAREHOUSING EQUIPMENT
799 TRAIN/BUS STATION

NOTE: **OBSOLETE** = BEING PHASED OUT TO A MORE SPECIFIC STAT CLASS
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